WOODWORKING
Dept. WO
1. Read General Rules.
2. Each exhibit may be accompanied with the plan from which it was constructed. Plans are not required for entry,
but maybe included at the option of the exhibitor. If a plan is included, the plan must be complete and accurate. It
may be a blue print or a hand drawing, but must be fully dimensioned, the extent that a duplicate item could be built
using the plan. Label each article showing intended use on the plan.
3. Designate on the entry tag whether your exhibit is original or kit constructed. Also designate if the exhibit was
constructed in school as a woodworking or shop project.
4. There is no limit to the number of articles that the exhibitor may exhibit.
5. In judging woodworking articles, consideration will be given to usefulness, design, and workmanship, choice of
wood, suitability and quality of finish, constructed according to plans and difficulty of project in accordance to
experience.
6. Articles must have been made by the exhibitor during the current year.
100Y - Outdoor woodworking article
100A - Outdoor woodworking article
100S - Outdoor woodworking article
*Emphasis on construction/purpose will take precedence over finish, although finish will be considered.
101Y - Household furniture and household articles
101A - Household furniture and household articles
101S - Household furniture and household articles
102Y - Lathe article
102A - Lathe article
102S - Lathe article

103Y - Woodworking article created as a game or toy
103A - Woodworking article created as a game or toy
103S - Woodworking article created as a game or toy
104Y - Carving: people, animal, caricature, unusual. or walking stick/cane
104A - Carving: people, animal, caricature, unusual. or walking stick/cane
104S - Carving: people, animal, caricature, unusual. or walking stick/cane
105Y - Repaired/refinished furniture
105A - Repaired/refinished furniture
105S - Repaired/refinished furniture
(105 must include a before photo / explanation of refinishing)
106Y - Furniture flip; repurpose with a purpose
106A - Furniture flip; repurpose with a purpose
106S - Furniture flip; repurpose with a purpose
*May include other materials besides wood, i.e., metal, plastic, upholstery, etc. A before photo/s must be included as
part of the entry. Failure to do so will result in disqualification.
107Y - Woodworking article made from a kit
107A - Woodworking article made from a kit
107S - Woodworking article made from a kit
*Kit needs to include plans/procedures
108Y - Creative uses for wooden pallets
108A - Creative uses for wooden pallets
108S - Creative uses for wooden pallets
(table, book shelves, etc.)
109Y - Other woodworking articles
109A - Other woodworking articles
109S - Other woodworking articles
*Class may include bird houses, bird feeders, knife racks, bread boards, door stops, picture frames, deer mounts,
shadow boxes, clocks, etc.
A Grand Champion/Reserve Grand Champion will be selected from all woodworking entries. Youth, adults, and
Seniors will be competing against each other. ~Special Award~ $25.00 to the Best of Show Exhibit - Sponsored by
Vernon/Marion Dewerff.

BARN QUILTS
REQUIREMENTS:

1. See general rules
2. Must be a 2’x2’ square. Display cannot be on point (diamond shaped) due to display limitations.
3. Needs to be prepared for hanging. Participant must supply hooks-one cup hook or “j” hooks, 2” from top edge of
quilt. Participant is responsible for using the correct size hooks according to weight of board. Hooks go in top edge
not on the backside of board. Name must be on the back of entry.
4. Must be on 3/8” or 1/2” thick exterior durable material.
5. Barton County Champion barn quilt will automatically be entered into the Kansas State Fair for competition.
Champion Barn Quilt will become property of the Kansas State Fair and put on permanent display in the Pride of
Kansas Building or another Fair structure with acknowledgement of the creator and year won.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Use MDO (Medium Density Overlay) board.
2. Prime board with two coats of primer.
3. Use latex enamel paint.
4. Original designs are encouraged. If copied, credit should be given. Lots of examples can be found online!
5. For barn quilts not selected to represent the Barton County Fair at the Kansas State Fair, additional classes will be
available at the Kansas State Fair in the Agriculture Dept. open to the general public.
JUDGING CRITERIA: Appearance, Creativity, Construction
110Y - Barn Quilt
110A - Barn Quilt
~Special Award~1st-$75, 2nd-$50, 3rd-$25 in each class.
Sponsored by: Sutherlands

